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CDE’s Role in the COVID-19 Response

Coordinate with the Governor’s Office and other state 
agencies and provide the public with simple, accurate 
and timely information that will save lives.
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Support schools, districts and families with clear 
guidance on safety and remote learning.2

Make immediate decisions on necessary changes to 
education policy, and advise the Governor, Legislature, 
State Board on more long-term changes that may be 
needed.
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Presentation Notes
#1 includes participating in the EOC, JIC, developing health and safety guidance for schools, supporting school nurses, coordinating with the governor’s Office on executive orders to suspend in-person learning. AT the very beginning of this phase our School Nutrition unit turned into warriors in the fight against hunger. They applied for a waiver from the USDA that enabled emergency feeding – in a grab and go style – at 500 sites across Colorado. They are true superheroes in this fight. �#2 includes developing resources and guidance for schools to support their transition to remote learning, and to families and they transition to a new way of learning. It also includes issuing waivers for several important education policy requirements that paved the way for educators and school leaders to focus on supporting learning at home. �#3�



Three Phases of Response
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PHASE I Ensuring Health and Safety March 
2020 and ongoing

PHASE II Supporting Learning at Home; 
Wellness & Connection

March through May 
2020

PHASE III Restarting Summer and Fall 
2020

Presenter
Presentation Notes
#1 WE hit the ground running on March 3 when the State Emergency Operations Center was activated. Since then, we’ve been opearting at about 300% to make sure we are pushing out simple, accurate and timely information to schools that will save lives. The constantly evolving situation has a challenge to keep up with for all of us, and the pace of communications and decisions was rapid. We started with guidance around when to close a school if one person were to get COVID-10, this was followed by several large districts choosing to close down, and soon thereafter the governor required all schools to suspend in-person learning. At the very beginning of this phase our School Nutrition unit turned into warriors in the fight against hunger. They applied for a waiver from the USDA that enabled emergency feeding – in a grab and go style – at 500 sites across Colorado. They are true superheroes in this fight. #2 in phase II, which overlapped with Phase I, we developed resources and guidance for schools to support their transition to remote learning, and to families as they transition to a new way of learning. We also worked with the Governor’s Office to waive several important education policy requirements – paving the way for educators and school leaders to focus on supporting learning at home. We have also provided guidance, resources and support to districts and schools as they work to help keep students healthy and that includes mental health. We know that isolation can be very difficult for some kids, so we have resources and support to support students’ sense of well-being and connection. �#3 we are planning for Phase III, but it’s still a ways out. This is when we restart in-person learning… returning to some sort of normal. WE’re thinking about the triggers that will allow students and educators to come back into their school buildings, and guidance and updates for restarting our accountability system, work on improving literacy through the READ Act, educator evaluations and other really important initiatives that are all aimed at making sure all students have access to a quality education. As we restart, we will be giving extra focus to schools that were already struggling to support students so that we can keep gaps from widening further.�



Emergency Feeding Programs
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I mentioned this already, but with our first priority being health and safety of students and eductors, we applied for waivers from the U.S. Department of Agriculture to ensure emergency food services to students could be as seamless as possible and better meet the needs of communities across the state. We applied for the waive before the first case of COVID-19 was found in Colorado, and today, we have 500 sites in Colorado that are serving breakfast, lunch and sometimes dinner to students. Emergency feeding sites: https://dhsem.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=9d4c088bca3b4166994dcb0dbbec6f94



Education Policies

• Assessments
• Accountability
• Instruction Time
• Educator Effectiveness
• Federal Programs
• Finance
• READ Act
• Grant Programs
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One of the first changes we made was to suspend suspended all assessments, paused the accountability system and suspended the requirement to complete educator evaluations.– all of this was intended to pave the way for educators and school leaders to focus on supporting learning at home. We also paused the accountability system for next year, since it is predicated on state assessments. Next year will be pause year similar to what we experienced after we transitioned to new state tests in 2015. …..



Guidance

• School Closure 
(with CDPHE) 

• Learning at Home
• Graduation
• Use of TABOR Reserves
• Supporting Students 

with Special Needs
• Well-Being and 

Connection
• Summer School
• School Re-start
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Through all of this, we remain committed to our fundamental mission of ensuring that all students have access and opportunities for a quality education. WE know that disruption to in-person learning will impact all kids; and we know it will have a disproportionate impact on kids that are most at-risk.  ALL MEANS ALL is our mantra at the department of education, and we are working hard to fulfill our commitment to all students, especially our English learners, special needs students, and others who have been historically underserved.



Needs Analysis
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Needs analysis 
completed among 

districts

Three
areas of
needs

Need for learning supports will 
continue through fall semester

• Technology
• Community needs
• Support for ongoing learning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Critical to our mission to support all students is our partnership with the Colorado Education Initiative.  In partnership with CEI, and the Governor’s Office, we have conducted an analysis of educational and community needs of school districts. We asked district officials and charter school leaders to identify their most urgent needs in several crucial areas, including remote learning, support for vulnerable students, and access to broader community resources.  We have received responses from more than 90% of Colorado’s districts and CEI is beginning follow-up outreach as well as aggregating and analyzing the responses.We also know that there are organizations in our community – including some on this call today -- that want to offer their help to provide resources and support to our schools and school leaders as those specific needs are identified. Many of you have already reached out, offering your time and expertise. We are so thankful for that.We are seeing three general buckets of needs at our districts:Technology needs for wifi-enabled devices and internet accessCommunity needs for things like hunger relief, mortgage or rent assistance, unemployment assistance; childcare and adult care and other support.Support for ongoing learning, especially for particular groups of students that need our support, our English Learners, students experiencing homelessness and students with special education needs.It’s incredibly important that we think a bit longer term about these needs. Of course we have immediate needs for support, but we need to be thinking about how we support students over the summer. The slide will be even more pronounced this summer if we don’t put plans in place now. Also, next fall could look different so we want to think about these needs stretching out through the first semester of next year. 



Resources
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• State Budgets
• Will be dramatically affected- we don’t fully know the impact yet.

• Federal CARES Act- $121 Million for K-12 (Administered by 
CDE) and $213 Million higher education in Colorado

• CDE has 30 days to submit an application from April 23
• USDOE has said they will turn around our application in 3 days and $ 

will start flowing directly after that
• Up to 12 M for SEA set aside. $604,969 for administration
• Any activity authorized under ESEA, IDEA, Perkins, or McKinney-

Vento, and
• Many other activities to help with the response to COVID-19 

(including preparedness and response efforts, sanitation, professional 
development, distance learning, and others).



Resources

GEERS (Gov Education Emergency Relief Fund) – Administered 
by Governors.  $44 Million for CO for both K-12 and HE

• Emergency support to those LEAs that the SEA deems most significantly 
affected by coronavirus,

• Emergency support to IHEs the Governor determines are most 
significantly impacted by coronavirus, and

• Support to any other IHE, LEA, or education-related entity within the state 
that the Governor deems essential for carrying out educational services.

• ED estimates a 3 day window from when they receive our application to 
when we receive funds
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60% based on the State’s population of individuals aged 5 through 24; and 40% based on the relative number of children counted under section 1124(c) of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965, as amended (ESEA).



Thank You

#DoingMyPartCO
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Thank you for all of your support. 
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